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Dear Bright Bike Rebel, 

 

Thank you so much for purchasing your Red Tail Light Comfort Saddle! 

We love to see you happy with your purchase and that is why, we want 

to inform you via this special report on how to get better results 

from your saddle. 
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1. Cycling - Health Benefits* 

To be fit and healthy you need to be physically active. Regular 

physical activity can help protect you from serious diseases such as 

obesity, heart disease, cancer, mental illness, diabetes and 

arthritis. Riding your bicycle regularly is one of the best ways to 

reduce your risk of health problems associated with a sedentary 

lifestyle. 

 

Cycling is a healthy, low-impact exercise that can be enjoyed by 

people of all ages, from young children to older adults. It is also 

fun, cheap and good for the environment. 

 

Riding to work or the shops is one of the most time-efficient ways to 

combine regular exercise with your everyday routine. An estimated one 

billion people ride bicycles every day – for transport, recreation 

and sport. 

 

Cycling for health and fitness 

It only takes two to four hours a week to achieve a general 

improvement to your health. Cycling is: 

● Low impact – it causes less strain and injuries than most other 

forms of exercise. 

● A good muscle workout – cycling uses all of the major muscle 

groups as you pedal. 

● Easy – unlike some other sports, cycling does not require high 

levels of physical skill. Most people know how to ride a bike 

and, once you learn, you don’t forget. 

● Good for strength and stamina – cycling increases stamina, 

strength and aerobic fitness. 

● As intense as you want – cycling can be done at very low 

intensity to begin with, if recovering from injury or illness, 

but can be built up to a demanding physical workout. 

● A fun way to get fit – the adventure and buzz you get from 

coasting down hills and being outdoors means you are more 

likely to continue to cycle regularly, compared to other 

physical activities that keep you indoors or require special 

times or places. 



● Time-efficient – as a mode of transport, cycling replaces 

sedentary (sitting) time spent driving motor vehicles or using 

trams, trains or buses with healthy exercise. 

 

 

Cycling and specific health issues 

Cycling can improve both physical and mental health, and can reduce 

the chances of experiencing many health problems. 

Obesity and weight control 

Cycling is a good way to control or reduce weight, as it raises your 

metabolic rate, builds muscle and burns body fat. If you’re trying to 

lose weight, cycling must be combined with a healthy eating plan. 

Cycling is a comfortable form of exercise and you can change the time 

and intensity – it can be built up slowly and varied to suit you. 

 
Research suggests you should be burning at least 8,400 kilojoules 

(about 2,000 calories) a week through exercise. Steady cycling burns 

about 1,200 kilojoules (about 300 calories) per hour.  

 
If you cycle twice a day, the kilojoules burnt soon add up. British 

research shows that a half-hour bike ride every day will burn nearly 

five kilograms of fat over a year.  

Cardiovascular disease and cycling 

Cardiovascular diseases include stroke, high blood pressure and heart 

attack. Regular cycling stimulates and improves your heart, lungs and 

circulation, reducing your risk of cardiovascular diseases.  

 
Cycling strengthens your heart muscles, lowers resting pulse and 

reduces blood fat levels. Research also shows that people who cycle 

to work have two to three times less exposure to pollution than car 

commuters, so their lung function is improved. A Danish study 

conducted over 14 years with 30,000 people aged 20 to 93 years found 

that regular cycling protected people from heart disease. 



Cancer and cycling 

Many researchers have studied the relationship between exercise and 

cancer, especially colon and breast cancer. Research has shown that 

if you cycle, the chance of bowel cancer is reduced. Some evidence 

suggests that regular cycling reduces the risk of breast cancer.  

Diabetes and cycling 

The rate of type 2 diabetes is increasing and is a serious public 

health concern. Lack of physical activity is thought to be a major 

reason why people develop this condition. Large-scale research in 

Finland found that people who cycled for more than 30 minutes per day 

had a 40 per cent lower risk of developing diabetes. 

Bone injuries, arthritis and cycling 

Cycling improves strength, balance and coordination. It may also help 

to prevent falls and fractures. Riding a bike is an ideal form of 

exercise if you have osteoarthritis, because it is a low-impact 

exercise that places little stress on joints. 

 

Cycling does not specifically help osteoporosis (bone-thinning 

disease) because it is not a weight-bearing exercise. 

Mental illness and cycling 

Mental health conditions such as depression, stress and anxiety can 

be reduced by regular bike riding. This is due to the effects of the 

exercise itself and because of the enjoyment that riding a bike can 

bring. 

 

Cycling for health: Things to remember 

● Cycling can help to protect you from serious diseases such as 

stroke, heart attack, some cancers, depression, diabetes, 

obesity and arthritis. 

● Riding a bike is healthy, fun and a low-impact form of exercise 

for all ages. 

● Cycling is easy to fit into your daily routine by riding to the 

shops, park, school or work. 

 



* see this link  for more health information  
 

  

https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/cycling-health-benefits#lp-h-0for%20more%20information


2. Deliver with Uber Eats (or any 

other delivery service that you can 

bike for) 

No boss. Flexible schedule. Quick pay. 

Now you can earn cash by delivering the Uber Eats food orders that 

people crave—all while exploring your city. 

 

Grab bike and deliver whenever you want—for an hour, a weekend, or 

throughout the week. 

 

https://about.ubereats.com/en/cities/ 

 

Enjoy your city 

Between picking up and dropping off deliveries, it’s just you and the 

road—relax, bump your music or audiobook, and enjoy cruising around 

town. 

 

How it works 

1 Log in 

Get on the road and log in to the Uber Partner app to begin accepting 

delivery requests. 

 

2 Pick up. Drop off. 

Navigation and information is provided in the app to help deliveries 

run smoothly. 

 

3 Earn money 

Track your earnings and get paid weekly. 

 

Want to sign up? 

Go here:  

https://www.uber.com/drive/delivery/ 

 

  



3. Listening to Audiobooks while... 

cycling 

 

Dear Bright Bike Rebel,  

 

I left the best part of this book for last. Yes, cycling is healthy 

and by working for a delivery company, you get to explore your city 

(or even cities that are not yet yours) while getting paid! This is 

already great news. Now, add the last component of listening to 

audiobooks to this mix and I warn you that this mix can be so 

enjoyable that it can become addictive. 

 

“Audiobooks are different than music in that; 1) you don’t listen to 

them over and over again and get bored of them, and 2) it keeps your 

mind actively engaged, rather than passively engaged as with music. 

The audiobook becomes your primary focus, rather than a secondary 

focus. This means I can go do a 12-mile run and I don’t get bored and 

I don’t notice I’m getting tired. The same goes for the bike. It 

makes it all seem much, much easier.“ - from “my iron man diet” 

 

Please be careful while listening to audiobooks while delivering food 

in busy city centres. It is something for the experienced delivery 

cycler. 

 

While I personally enjoy the combination of listening to audio while 

making money by delivering food by bike, there are other moments as 

well that can be very well suited for enjoying a good audiobook: 

 

● when you sit down with your morning tea or coffee 

● while cooking breakfast, preparing lunch or cooking dinner 

● while doing the dishes 

● while walking or running (I personally find listening and 

running difficult!) 

● while at the gym or exercising 

● while cycling (just ensure the volume isn’t too loud and you can 
still hear traffic around you) 

● while commuting on the tram, train, subway, bus, boat (it’s 

great as you won’t miss your stop!) 

● while driving (whether commuting or on long road trips) 



● while at work (only while completing menial tasks) 

● while shopping for groceries 

● while standing in line (at the bank, the post office, the 

doctors and so on) 

● while cleaning the house 

● while doing the washing (sorting, hanging, ironing) 

● while gardening 

● while working on projects (such as crafts) 

● while traveling (especially while flying, my personal fave of 

course!) 

● while laying on the beach 

● while painting your nails 

● while soaking in the tub 

● before going to sleep 
 

Happy biking while listening to audiobooks? Get your audiobooks here: 

www.audible.com 

www.storytel.nl/ 
www.youtube.com 

https://librivox.org/ 
https://itunes.apple.com/nl/app/apple-books/id364709193?mt=8 

4. 20% off Promotion Code*! LU6IEPMX 

Give a Bright Bike Rebel - Red Tail Light Comfort Saddle to a friend 

using this 25% off Coupon! 

Use this coupon code: 

 

LU6IEPMX 

 

to claim your next Bright Bike Rebel - Red Tail Light Comfort Saddle 

with 20% discount! 

 

*This code is valid until 31/12/2018 

 

http://www.audible.com/
https://www.storytel.nl/maak-account
http://www.youtube.com/
https://librivox.org/
https://itunes.apple.com/nl/app/apple-books/id364709193?mt=8

